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Listening and Speaking

(4 × 1 = 4 )
1. On Monday, Mohan and friends were at school studying.
2. Tuesday was a holiday. Mohan and Sonia went to the beach.
3. On Wednesday, they visited the temple.
4. On Thursday, they went to the circus.

✃

✃

Note : Cut along the marking to avoid un-even cutting or torn

I. Read carefully to the sentences. Then write the number against the correct picture.

II. Describe your daily routine. Begin from the morning and write about the different activities
you do throughout the day. What is your favourite time of the day ?
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Reading
(3 × 1 = 3 )

III. Answer the following questions.
1. How does the Moon's face look ?
2. How does the Moon shine down on ?
3. Which animals love to be out at night under the moonlight ?

IV. Fill in the blanks :
1. Mice have

(4 × 1 = 4)
tails.

2. Their eyes are very
3. They roam only at
4. They do not have any

.
.
.

V. State whether following sentences are true or false.

(3 × 1 = 3)

1. The lion was caught in the net.
2. The hunter shot the lion.
3. The mouse was not able to help the lion.

Writing
VI. The sentences given below contain words which are jumbled up. Arrange them in the

correct order to form sentences.

(4 × 1 = 4)

1. cats likes Ben.

2. taller Sam than is Sally.

3. river house by the is the

4. zoo baby has the cheetahs central two
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Grammar
VII. Fill in the blanks using the pronouns given in the box below.

✃

I, You, he, she, it, they
is very clever.

1. Ms. Judy is our class teacher.

are also very beautiful.

2. Stars give out light.
3. I read the Bible daily.

teaches us good things.

4. Amit is a good player.

is also a good student.
are my friend.

5. You are a nice girl.

✃

Note : Cut along the marking to avoid un-even cutting or torn

(6 × 1 = 6)

am wearing a red dress.

6. The picture is mine.

VIII. Complete the sentences by picking the right verb.

(4 × 1 = 4)

Sweeping, went, win, cook
the floor.

1. Tom is
2. Yesterday, I

to the craft class.

3. Mohan will

the race easily.
dinner for my Mum on her birthday.

4. I shall

IX. Write 'a' or 'an' to complete the sentences below.
1. Robin put

egg in

2. My pen friend is
3.

pot of boiling water.
Eskimo.

elephant and

4. My mother baked

(4 × 1 = 4)

horse were at the circus.
cake for us.

X. Rewrite the following sentences using apostrophes correctly.

(4 × 1 = 4)

1. The horn of that car is funny.

2. This car is owned by William.

✃

3. This is a favourite movie of Sam.

4. The tail of the dog is black.
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Vocabulary
XI. Write the opposites of the underlined words by choosing words from the box.

(5 × 1 = 5)
laugh, Short, stop
1. Kim is tall but Lee is not.
2. Start running the moment you hear the whistle.
3. When I heard the story, I began to cry.
4. Karen is going to sell her bike.
5. My dress is clean but Meena's dress is not.
XII. Match the names of these animals with the sounds they make.

Alligators

Roar

Bees

Croak

Frogs

Cluck

Hens

Buzz

Lions

Grunt

(5 × 1 = 5)

★★★★
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